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Unilever finds
thatcoupons,
signs beat
in-store tech

unilever thought it had a great
idea: Put ads for its Sunsilk hair-care
products on supermarket freezer
doors, because focus groups showed
its target consumers like ice cream.

Trouble is, data from Nielsen
Co.’s new shopper-marketing
measurement system, Prism (for
Pioneering Research for an In-Store
Metric) show fewer than 10% of
Sunsilk’s young women aged 18 to
24 actually go down the ice-cream
aisle on a shopping trip. End-aisle

By JACK NEFF
jneff@adage.com

Cable sitting pretty
for ‘video upfront’
Top execs say they’ve got
what it takes to challenge 
broadcast. P. S-2

It’s Web 3.0, and
someone else’s
content is king 

when tina brown launched a
publishing venture a decade ago,
she used glossy paper bound
between celebrity-splashed covers
filled with long articles written by
big-name, big-dollar contributors
who spent weeks or even months
reporting and crafting their stories.
Here’s how she’ll probably do it in
2008: Hire a few editors to handpick
stuff already kicking around the

By MATTHEW CREAMER
mcreamer@adage.com

See IN-STORE on Page 76

Is Earth Day the new Christmas?

it’s nearly earth day—time to
consume more to save the planet.

As April 22 approaches, mar-

keters of all stripes are bombarding
consumers with green promotions
and products designed to get them
to buy more products—some eco-
friendly, some not so much. And
while that message seems to con-
trast with the event’s intent, the
oxymoron seems to have been lost
on marketers jumping on the Earth
Day bandwagon in record numbers.
This year it seems that just about

everyone has found a way to attach
themselves to what is fast becoming
a marketing holiday that barely
resembles the grass-roots event
founded in 1970.

“This month I’ve definitely
seen a lot of companies that I
never would have associated
with green popping up,” said

As more marketers pile
on,consumerism may
eclipse spirit of event

See EARTH DAY on Page 75

By NATALIE ZMUDA
nzmuda@adage.com

CABLE SPECIAL REPORT
Digital moves up(front)  SEE P. S-1

Microhoo deal would be 
best option for marketers

surprising as it may sound, mar-
keters should probably be rooting
for a Microsoft-Yahoo link-up.

On many levels, of course, any
merger of such a scale can seem an
unappetizing prospect that’s as
much about delivering short-term
gains for banks, corporate lawyers
and major shareholders as it is
about pioneering digital marketing
solutions or looking after the indi-
vidual services that consumers,
publishers and advertisers have
come to rely on.

In that regard, while they’re
technology companies as much as
media players, Microhoo is worry-
ingly reminiscent of the creation of
a number of media conglomerates
over the last two decades. While
those conglomerates’ heft has given

By ABBEY KLAASSEN
aklaassen@adage.com

See YAHOO on Page 77 See AGGREGATORS on Page 76

Bridging the 
digital disconnect
Shops must evolve as
70% of deals now
involve online. P. S-8

MICROHOO
Microsoft buys Yahoo
Market cap: $309.2 billion
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1 MICROHOOSPACE
Microsoft partners with
MySpace to buy Yahoo
Market cap: $317.7 billion

2 AOLHOO
Yahoo  merges with AOL, 
search relationship with Google
Market cap: $47.5 billion

3

CABLE ROUND TABLE: (From
l.) Steve Mandala, Arlene
Manos, David Levy, Ed
Erhardt and Joe Abruzzese.

Of the merger scenarios,
it would create a viable
competitor to Google

Who’s 
vetting
your
claims?
■ A universe of
enviro- and eco-
bloggers are pick-
ing apart mar-
keters’ green mes-
sages. P. 75
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*Scenario 2 market cap based on a relatively generous $8.5 billion for MySpace, which its 10 times is 2008 revenue. Scenario 3 market cap based on Deutsche Bank estimate. Combined 2008 U.S. online

revenue is from eMarketer estimates. Unique visitors and display ad impressions from comScore. Search query share includes Ad Age calculations based on ComScore's expanded search query report.


